Daily Meditation on the Will of God
Establish alignment.
Sound the Key Word for the current
astrological Sign.
OM

OM

OM

“I am an expression of the Will of God. That
Will directs my thoughts and guides me in
the purposes of the soul. To that Will I hold.”

ers, and pouring into the minds and hearts
of men and women of goodwill throughout
our planet. (Rays, pp 527-28)

Interlude of Exhalation

Stage V. Lower Interlude
1. As I hold the tension of the Antahkarana
between the Will of God, descending through
the progressions downward into the hearts
and minds of humanity, I see humanity turning irresistibly towards right relationships.
The impression from on High is touching the
Soul of every human being. I see the Energies of the Avatar of Synthesis, the Buddha
and The Spirit of Peace impacting our planet.

Stage I. Recognition
I recognize my pledged Discipleship and
sound the Disciple's Mantram:

2. I then inhale into the consciousness of
the Love-Wisdom Aspect (Buddhic) of the
Spiritual Triad and say:

I am a point of light within a greater Light,
I am a strand of loving energy within the
stream of Love divine,
I am a spark of sacrificial fire, focused
within the fiery Will of God,
And thus I stand.

“Let this divine intelligent Will govern my
heart, and lead me in the Way of Love. In
this Way I will to go.”

I am a Way by which men may achieve,
I am a Source of Strength enabling them
to stand,
I am a Beam of Light shining upon their
way,
And thus I stand.
And standing thus, revolve,
And tread this way, the ways of men,
And know the ways of God.
And thus I stand. (DINA II, p 175)
Stage II. Consideration
1. I consider the Ashram as a whole, of the
Hierarchy as the Ashram of Sanat Kumara.
I see, through the use of the creative imagination, all the Ashrams in close contact with
Shamballa and
a. Responsive to the Purpose, implemented by the Ashrams of the Chohans.
b. Impressed by the energy of Will as the
great Ashram energizes its component
parts – the various Ashrams within its
periphery of influence.
c. Vitalizing the initiates and disciples
who are affiliated with the Masters and
working in their Ashrams.
d. Reaching out, through the accepted
and pledged disciples, into the world
of men.
2. I consider my role as an expression of the
Will of God. (DINA II, p 139)
Stage III. Fixed Determination

I say:
“In the center of the will of God I stand.
Naught shall deflect my will from His. I implement that will by love. I turn towards the field
of service. I, the Triangle Divine, work out
that will within the square and serve my fellow men.” (DINA II, p 141)
1. I inhale into the consciousness of the Will
Aspect (Atmic) of the Spiritual Triad and say:

Interlude of Exhalation
3. I inhale into the consciousness of the
Intelligent Activity Aspect (Manasic) of the
Spiritual Triad and say:

2. I see the consciousness of humanity
awakening to the impressions of the Soul
and demanding Light, Love and Power to
fulfill the Will of God.

“Let this divine intelligent loving Will direct
my brain and service on the outer plane of
life. With my Will I will to Serve.”
(DINA I, p 376)

Stage VI. Precipitation
I sound The Great Invocation, focusing on
the intent and knowing as a trained White
Magician, that the effects are inevitable:

Interlude of Exhalation

OM

4. I see the energies of the Monad pouring
through the head center to the Ajna center,
involving in its flow the medulla oblongata. I
send the energy forth on the following words:

The Great Invocation

“This Source of Power is all I am and have;
I send it forth to serve my fellow men; I
thus prepare the way into the Ashram, thus
drawing men toward the source of power
and strength.” (DINA II, p 745)
Stage IV. Meditation
1. I fuse with the World Group, with all Servers, everywhere. “I am one with my group
brothers, and all that I have is theirs. May
the Love which is in my soul pour forth to
them. May the strength which is in me lift
and aid them. May the thoughts which my
soul creates reach and encourage them.”
(DINA II, p 245) (It is suggested that, at this
point, the individual Triangles Work might be
done before continuing). I extend a line of
lighted consciousness toward the Spiritual
Hierarchy, (pause) and on to the Christ, the
Master of all the Masters, (pause) then on to
Shamballa, where the Will of God is known.
(pause)
2. I “see” the Planetary Antahkarana as a
strong cable of Enlightened Consciousness,
as the Will-to-Good, extending now between
Shamballa, through the Christ and the Hierarchy of Masters, through the Initiates and
Disciples and the entire Group of World Serv-

From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the center where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men The purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the center which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the
Plan on Earth
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Beginning at the winter solstice, December 22, 1999, the School of Ageless
Wisdom began to use this meditation
on the Will of God on a daily basis, and
has used it continually since. Anyone
may join us.

